
Management of the groins in SCC Vulva Vulvar biopsy confirming SCC with depth of invasion >1mm                                                                           
Clinical exam of groins and vulva by gyne onc team (must include lesion size and distance from midine in cms)                                                                                                                                                            
If clinically bulky nodes and/or locally advanced disease request PET-CT

Meets eligibility criteria for sentinel node biopsy:                                      
Unifocal tumour and  <4cm size                                    

Clinically negative nodes                                            
Absence of previous groin/vulvar surgery and/or radiation                                                                   

As per GROINS VI and GOG 173

NO

YES

Positive sentinel node

Intra-op recommend sending 
sentinel nodes  for frozen 

section so can proceed to full 
groin node dissection if a 

macro met is found. 
If failed mapping, must do full 
groin node dissection in that 

groin +

NO
No further treatment to the groin needed. 

Risk of groin recurrence low (2.5%)  
GROINS-VI

YES

Size of SLN met

>2mm Macro met?2mm Micro met

Requires full groin node dissection  
(unilateral if lesion >2cm from midline 

otherwise bilateral)

Requires a full groin node dissection in the groin with the positive sentinel 
node. Risk of groin recurrence is high (25%) if radiation is given without a full 

groin node dissection (GROINS -VII)                                                                            
For lesions <2cm from the midline it is reasonable to omit a full groin node dissection in the 

contralateral side to the positive sentinel node IF the sentinel node was negative in that 
contralateral groin. Lateral lesions (>2cm) only need assessment of the ipsilateral groin.

Discuss with patient the option of either adjuvant radiation or full groin node 
dissection in the groin with the positive sentinel node. Both options have low 
risk of groin recurrence (2%) but toxicity (lymphoedema/erysipelas) is lower 

with radiation compared to full groin node dissection (GROINSS-VII)                                         
For lesions <2cm from midline it is reasonable to omit a full groin node dissection in the contralateral 

side to the positive sentinel node IF the sentinel node was negative in that contralateral groin            
Lateral lesions (>2cm) only need assessment of the ipsilateral groin.

Full lymph node 
disection negative

No further treatment to groin required

>1 lymph node met or node 
with extra capsular spread

Refer to radiation oncology 
NOTE: the only node positive patients for whom you can omit adjuvant radiation is one micro/macro met with a fully dissection groin and in the 
absence of extra capsular spread. Radiation is a safe alternative to a full groin node dissection only for patients with a sentinel node micro met  
+ Intra-op it is recommended to use both Tc99 and blue dye to detect sentinel nodes  and to send the sentinel nodes for frozen section first so 

this can be processed while doing the vulvectomy 
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